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Phase design was founded in Los Angeles in 2000 by award winning self-taught designer Reza Feiz. Working 
within his philosophy of “strength in simplicity,” he uses solid woods, metal, ceramics and fiberglass in 
luxurious finishes to realize his simple, yet dynamic furniture, lighting and tabletop designs. Reza has shown 
his work worldwide gaining international attention, has been dubbed as “An American designer who influences 
world design”, a “Style Pioneer” and “One of a group of select young designers who represent the leading 
edge of discovery in design.” His work has been acquired by some of the most discriminating clients ranging 
from Starwood hotels and Google to Gensler and Tom Ford, in addition to being collected worldwide.

All of Phase Design’s pieces are individually hand crafted by skilled and talented artisans. Each piece 
produced under the Phase brand is meticulously fabricated with attention to every detail.

We are deeply committed to provide quality goods manufactured in the United States. This is a deliberate 
choice to support the superior craftsmanship offered by our fabricators who take pride in their work. This 
enables shorter lead times and customization options.

About

Construction

Select client list

212Box
Alice and Olivia
Amazon
AMC Networks
Andaz Hotels
Andra Birkerts Design
Ann Taylor
ANZ Bank
AvroKO
Bank of America
Barney’s NY
Bazaarvoice
Bergdorf Goodman
Bernd Gruber
Björkén Architects
Blue Bottle Coffee
Blue Sky hospitality
BWM Architekten und Partner
Cadillac
Callison RTKL
Carrier and Company
Cartier
Cathy Pacific
CBS Interactive
Cheryl Rowley Design
Christian Louboutin
Cisco

Conran Contracts
D-ash Design
Daimler AG
Delano Hotel
Deloitte University
Design Research Studio
Diageo
Diptyque
Dodd Mitchell Design
DoubleTree by Hilton
Dream Hotels
Ebay
Equinox Fitness
Estée Lauder 
Facebook
Fairmont Hotels
Forgaty Finger Architecture
Foster Lomas
Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts
G + Design
Gensler
Geremia Design
Gettys
Gilles & Boissier
Google
GoPro
Gucci

Hard Rock Hotels
HBA/Hirsch Bedner Associates
HBO
Hilton Hotels & Resorts
HLW International
HOK
Hotel Monaco
HSBC
Hyatt Hotel & Resorts
IA Interior Architects
India Mahdavi
InterContinental Hotels Group
Jamie Bush & Co.
JW Marriott
Kara Mann Design
Keiran Timberlake
Khiel’s Since 1851
Kimpton Hotels
L’oreal USA
Langham Hotels
Lauckgroup
Le Méridien Hotels
Lexington Hotel
Lumosity
Luxe Hotels Worldwide
M Moser Associates
Mancini Duffy

Marriott International
Mazda
McCann Erickson
Michael Hsu
Microsoft
Mister Important Design
Nate Burkus Design
NBBJ
Nelson
New York Times
Nordstrom
Norfolk Southern
Osmose
Paramount Pictures
Perkins + Will
Pinterest
Powerstrip Studio
Quicken Loans
Real Time with Bill Maher
Rem Koolhaas Architects
Rockwell Group
Rottet Studio
Royal Caribbean International
RTKL Associates
Sak’s Fifth Ave.
Sara Story Design
Sesame Street

Simeone Deary Design Group
Sixthriver
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
SPAN Architecture
Spotify
Sprint
Stanford University
Starwood Hotels
Starz
Stonehill & Taylor Architects
Studio O + A
Studioilse
Swissôtel
Ted Baker London
The Cosmopolitan Las Vegas
The Mondrian London
Thompson Hotels
Time
Tod’s
Tom Ford
TPG Architecture & Planning
Trina Turk
Twitch
Twitter
Uber
UBS Securities
Unilever

Viking River Cruises
Visa
W Hotels
Westfield
Westin Hotels
Yabu Pushelberg
Youtube
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Specifications

Chair: W 28" D 30" H 27"
Love:  W 56 1/2" D 30" H 27"
Sofa:   W 82" D 30" H 27"

Total dimensions

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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Available in white ash, white oak, ebonized oak, or walnut veneer. Upholstery may 
be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and leathers. (COM requirements = 
5 yards for chair, 9 yards for loveseat, 12 yards for sofa).

The precision and rigidity of the wooden exterior of this cantilevered chair contrast with the fully 
upholstered interior and down cushions which conform to your body, creating a relaxing and 
comfortable experience. This versatile piece is available as a chair, loveseat, or sofa. Archie seating 
makes a bold statement in any interior environment. 

archie chair / love / sofa
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Specifications

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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Total dimensions W 30" D 30" H 10"

Steel coffee table with solid wood top, available in walnut, white oak, or ebonized 
oak. Available in polished chrome or powder coat finish.

The Ballot Box invokes the spirit of minimalist artist Donald Judd. Crisp lines unify to create a 
steel box, and a sleek sunken lumber top is punctuated with a rectangular cut out. The table 
is constructed out of steel and finished with chrome plating or powder coating. The polished or 
powder coated metal is mimicked in the cut out which is under-mounted to the wooden top. 

ballot box
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Specifications

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt

 

fronttop
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Total dimensions W 42" D 42" H 9"

Aluminum coffee table with solid wood top, available in walnut, white oak, or 
ebonized oak. Available in gloss or flat, black or white powder coat finish.

The Ballot Box XL invokes the spirit of minimalist artist Donald Judd. Crisp lines unify to create a 
subtle yet sophisticated statement. The table is constructed out of aluminum and is offered with a 
durable powder coat finish. Sunken top is constructed of solid lumber.

ballot box XL
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Specifications

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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Total dimensions W 30" D 30" H 10"

Steel coffee table with .5" spandrel glass top. Available in polished chrome or 
powder coat finish.

The black ice ballot box invokes the spirit of minimalist artist Donald Judd. Crisp lines unify to create 
a steel box with a sleek sunken spandrel glass top. The table is constructed out of steel and finished 
with chrome plating or powder coating. 

black ice
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Specifications

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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Total dimensions W 30" D 30" H 10"

Steel coffee table with 3/4" white carrara or negro marquina marble top. Available 
in polished chrome or powder coat finish. Marble available with polished or 
honed finish.

The marble ballot box invokes the spirit of minimalist artist Donald Judd. Crisp lines unify to create 
a steel box with a sleek sunken white carrara marble top. The table is constructed out of steel and 
finished with chrome plating or powder coating. 

marble ballot
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Specifications

Total dimensions

top sidefront

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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W 26" D 26" H 28"

Solid wood base available in walnut, white ash, white oak, or ebonized oak. May 
be specified with or without swivel base. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, 
or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 5 yards).

Stunning and sexy, this chair adds intrigue to any space it settles in. The articulate silhouette reflects 
Reza’s design language of clarity and strength. The BBC chair offers a seductive yet deceptively 
comfortable seat where you can nestle in its intimate proportions. The upholstered body is mounted 
on a solid lumber base that can be ordered as stationary or swiveling.

bbc
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Specifications

front side

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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Total dimensions W 32" D 33" H 25"

Wood construction with upholstered body. Upholstery may be sourced COM, 
COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 5 yards.)

The cantilevered houses that pepper Reza’s neighborhood in the Hollywood Hills are the inspiration 
for the BB series that is comprised of a chair, loveseat and sofa. These houses jet out from the hills 
and seem magically suspended over the Los Angeles landscape. Like the architecture, the BBC2 
plays with balance, structure, and functionality. The one foot overhang creates a unique harmony 
with the base and serves as a backrest.

bbc2
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Specifications

Total dimensions

front side

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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BBC2: W 32" D 33" H 25"
BBL:   W 66" D 33" H 25"
BBXL:  W 94" D 33" H 25"

Wood construction with upholstered body. Upholstery may be sourced COM, 
COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 5 yards for BBC2, 
8 yards for BBL, 11 yards for BBXL).

The cantilevered houses that pepper Reza’s neighborhood in the Hollywood Hills are the inspiration 
for the BB series that is comprised of a chair, loveseat and sofa. These houses jut out from the hills 
and seem magically suspended over the Los Angeles landscape. Like the architecture, the BBC2, 
BBL, and BBXL play with balance, structure, and functionality. The one foot overhang creates a 
unique harmony with the base and can serve as a backrest, armrest or a ledge for drinks.

bbl / bbxl
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Total dimensions

Specifications

W 27" D 27" H 27"

Solid lumber with upholstered body. Available in walnut, white oak, or ebonized 
oak. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. 
(COM requirements = 2 yards).

Fashioned with the geometry of a cube in mind, the square proportions of this chair are a self-
contained exercise in simplicity. The solid wood arms border the suspended back and seat rest 
and create a compact and functional seat. The name Bikini is derived from the two-piece bathing 
suit and references the separate back and seat rest. This whimsical word helps subdue the strong 
mathematical feel of the piece.

bikini chair

front side

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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Specifications

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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Total dimensions Chair: W 32 3/4" D 29 1/2" H 27"

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstery and pillows. Powder coat finishes are available 
in custom colors. May be specified with or without swivel base. Upholstery may 
be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 
3.5 yards).

The Bride’s Veil Lounge Chair and Love’s unique language is meant as a graceful alternative to the 
archetypal upholstered armchair. The strikingly elegant metal base is available in smoked brass, 
polished chrome, burnt copper, or powder coat finishes, and encloses a fully upholstered seat and 
loose down back pillow for added comfort. At every angle, these chairs and loveseats offer a visual 
treat.

bride’s veil lounge chair 
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Specifications

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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Total dimensions Love:  W 59" D 29 1/2" H 27"

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, 
or powder coat finish with upholstery and pillows. Powder coat finishes are 
available in custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, or suggested 
fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 7 yards).

The Bride’s Veil Lounge Chair and Love’s unique language is meant as a graceful alternative to the 
archetypal upholstered armchair. The strikingly elegant metal base is available in smoked brass, 
polished chrome, burnt copper, or powder coat finishes, and encloses a fully upholstered seat and 
loose down back pillow for added comfort. At every angle, these chairs and loveseats offer a visual 
treat.

bride’s veil loveseat
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Specifications

front

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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Total dimensions W 36" D 33 3/4" H 48"

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstery and pillows. Powder coat finishes are available 
in custom colors. May be specified with or without swivel base. Upholstery may 
be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 
4.5 yards).

This striking chair is the high back version of our Brides Veil lounge chair, and newest addition to 
our Brides Veil family. Offering fully down filled back, side, and head pillows, along with a swiveling 
seat, this chair offers a distinctive and poised seating experience.

bride’s veil high back lounge chair
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Specifications

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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Total dimensions Bar stool:        W 21" D 20 1/2" H 29" 
Counter stool: W 21" D 20 1/2" H 25"

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements= 1 yard).

The Bride's Veil Stool family’s unique language is meant as a graceful alternative to the archetypal 
bar stool. The strikingly elegant metal base is available in smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt 
copper, or powder coat, while the top is offered in COM upholstery. At every angle these stools offer 
a visual treat.

bride’s veil bar & counter stool     
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Specifications

Total dimensions Bar height:       W 21" D 20 1/2" H 37"
Counter height: W 21" D 20 1/2" H 33"

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements= 1 yard).

The Bride's Veil Stool family’s unique language is meant as a graceful alternative to the archetypal 
bar stool. The strikingly elegant metal base is available in smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt 
copper, or powder coat, while the top is offered in COM upholstery. At every angle these stools offer 
a visual treat.  

bride’s veil bar & counter stool with back    

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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Specifications

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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Total dimensions W 21" D 20 1/2" H 18"

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements= 1 yard).

The Bride's Veil Stool family’s unique language is meant as a graceful alternative to the archetypal 
stool. The strikingly elegant metal base is available in smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, 
or powder coat, while the top is offered in COM upholstery. At every angle these stools offer a visual 
treat. 

bride’s veil low stool
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1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar

8. Select everything  and change the Strokes to 0.5pt
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Specifications

Total dimensions Bar height:       W 43" D 20 1/2" H 29"
Counter height: W 43" D 20 1/2" H 25"

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements= 1.5 yards).

The Bride's Veil Stool family’s unique language is meant as a graceful alternative to the archetypal 
bar stool. The double stool is the perfect solution for you and your date to enjoy sitting together 
uninhibited by separate stools. The strikingly elegant metal base is available in smoked brass, 
polished chrome, burnt copper, or powder coat, while the top is offered in COM upholstery. At every 
angle these stools offer a visual treat.

bride’s veil double stool
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Specifications

Total dimensions W 43" D 20 1/2" H 18"

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements= 1.5 yards).

The Bride's Veil Stool family’s unique language is meant as a graceful alternative to the archetypal 
bar stool. The double stool is the perfect solution for you and your date to enjoy sitting together 
uninhibited by separate stools. The strikingly elegant metal base is available in smoked brass, 
polished chrome, burnt copper, or powder coat, while the top is offered in COM upholstery. At every 
angle these stools offer a visual treat.

bride’s veil double low stool

1. Fit Drawing in the page from bottom (*DO NOT GO OVER MAXMUM HEIGHT*)

2. Ungroup everything

3. Double click each dimension numbers and click update

4. Delete all arrows

5. Select lines from dimension annotations and

6. Change the starting Arrowheads type to Arrowhead 9 under STROKE tool bar. Now select only the arrows pointing RIGHT and pointing DOWN and CLICK        button located at the same toolbar

7. Select all text boxes and click dimension drawing under CHARACTER STYLES tool bar
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Solid steel bar available in flat black or flat white with upholstered top. Powder 
coat finishes are available in custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, 
COL or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements= 3 yard).

Collection of sofas, lounge chairs, side chairs, and stools with common design language of capped 
tops and formed back rest system. Lounge chairs can be specified with swivel or static base, metal 
base, or metal base with attached side table. Side chairs are offered with fully upholstered swiveling 
or static base or metal base. Stools are offered in both bar and counter sizes. This collection offers 
a seating option with distinctive personality, various options, and cradling comfort. 

capper bar & counter stool
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Total dimensions W 56" D 28" H 16"
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Wood construction with upholstered body. Upholstery may be sourced COM, 
COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 8 yards for bench 
56, 9 yards for bench 84)

The common language of “capped tops” unite this family of ottoman, benches and low stool. These 
pieces are available in various sizes, making them nice fit to any interior environment.

capper bench
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Wood construction with upholstered body. May be specified with or without 
swivel base. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements = 7 yards.)

Collection of sofas, lounge chairs, side chairs, and stools with common design language of capped 
tops and formed back rest system. Lounge chairs can be specified with swivel or static base, metal 
base, or metal base with attached side table. Side chairs are offered with fully upholstered swiveling 
or static base or metal base. Stools are offered in both bar and counter sizes. This collection offers 
a seating option with distinctive personality, various options, and cradling comfort. 

capper lounge chair
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Solid steel bar available in flat black or flat white with upholstered top. Powder 
coat finishes are available in custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, 
COL or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements= 6 yard).

Collection of sofas, lounge chairs, side chairs, and stools with common design language of capped 
tops and formed back rest system. Lounge chairs can be specified with swivel or static base, metal 
base, or metal base with attached side table. Side chairs are offered with fully upholstered swiveling 
or static base or metal base. Stools are offered in both bar and counter sizes. This collection offers 
a seating option with distinctive personality, various options, and cradling comfort. 

capper lounge chair metal base
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Total dimensions W 18" D 18" H 18"

Wood construction with upholstered body. Upholstery may be sourced COM, 
COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 2 yards.)

The common language of “capped tops” unite this family of ottoman, benches and low stool. These 
pieces are available in various sizes, making them nice fit to any interior environment.

capper low stool
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Wood construction with upholstered body. Upholstery may be sourced COM, 
COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 4.5 yards for 
ottoman 28, 5 yards for ottoman 38, 8 yards for ottoman 48.)

The common language of “capped tops” unite this family of ottoman, benches and low stool. These 
pieces are available in various sizes, making them nice fit to any interior environment.

capper ottoman
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Solid steel bar available in flat black or flat white with upholstered top. Powder 
coat finishes are available in custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, 
COL or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements= 4 yard).

Collection of sofas, lounge chairs, side chairs, and stools with common design language of capped 
tops and formed back rest system. Lounge chairs can be specified with swivel or static base, metal 
base, or metal base with attached side table. Side chairs are offered with fully upholstered swiveling 
or static base or metal base. Stools are offered in both bar and counter sizes. This collection offers 
a seating option with distinctive personality, various options, and cradling comfort. 

capper side chair metal base
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Total dimensions Square: W 32" D 32" H 15"
Rectangular: W 64" D 32" H 12"

Solid steel sheet available in a flat black or white powder coat finish. Powder 
coat finishes are available in custom colors. Travertine, white carrara, or negro 
marquina marble top. Marble available with polished or honed finish.

Collection of architecturally inspired side and coffee tables, fabricated out powder coated metal 
bases with travertine or marble tops.  The tops are divided by a protruding metal strip, thus the 
name Division.

division coffee tables
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Total dimensions W 20" D 22" H 20"

Solid steel sheet available in a flat black or white powder coat finish. Powder 
coat finishes are available in custom colors. Travertine, white carrara, or negro 
marquina marble top. Marble available with polished or honed finish.

Collection of architecturally inspired side and coffee tables, fabricated out powder coated metal 
bases with travertine or marble tops.  The tops are divided by a protruding metal strip, thus the 
name Division.

division side table
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Solid steel sheet available in a flat black or white powder coat finish. Powder 
coat finishes are available in custom colors.

Architecturally inspired bookshelf, perfect for displaying your books and design objects. Fabricated 
out of powder coated metal, where the intersecting metal divides the shelf into various sections.

division shelving
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Inspired by its namesake – Dombak – meaning small drum. This family of side and coffee tables are 
individually hand turned out of solid lumber, and make a powerful impression in any environment. 

dombak coffee table

Turned solid wood construction available in walnut, white oak, or ebonized oak.
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Inspired by its namesake – Dombak – meaning small drum. This family of side and coffee tables are 
individually hand turned out of solid lumber, and make a powerful impression in any environment. 

dombak side tables

Turned solid wood construction available in walnut, white oak, or ebonized oak.
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Total dimensions Dia 15" H 21"
Dia 20" H 18"
Dia 30" H 12"

Solid steel base available in flat or gloss black and white powder coat, polished 
chrome, burnt copper, or smoked brass finish, with spandrel painted glass top. 
Spandrel glass available in black, white, and gray. Powder coat finishes are also 
available in custom colors.

The Downtown Tables are composed of three separate tables, intended to be used individually or 
in conjunction with one another.  An offset leg allows for nesting these tables in various forms and 
compositions.  The offset leg also allows the 15” diameter Downtown Table to be used as a desirable 
C-Table solution.  The table’s spandrel glass top is housed in a jewel like surround, making for a 
sleek and polished presentation.

downtown tables
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Wood element may be sourced in solid walnut, white ash, white oak or ebonized 
oak. Steel may be powder coated in flat white or black with white carrara marble 
top. Powder coat finishes are also available in custom colors.

A new interpretation of the traditional occasional table. The Duplex is comprised of a solid wood 
landing with accompanying steel structure that houses a cantilevered marble top. The two 
components can be nestled together in a myriad of formations, creating a dramatic sculptural 
arrangement, capable of housing books or objects on multiple levels. 

duplex table
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Coffee and side table constructed out of molded reinforced concrete and available in select colors. 
The hand etched arching flutes create visual distinction and texture. These tables, which are suitable 
for interior and exterior applications, anchor any setting with a timeless and purposeful presence.

forum coffee table

Reinforced concrete. Suitable for indoor and outdoor applications. Available in 
chalk, fog, madrone, and obsidian. 
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Coffee and side table constructed out of molded reinforced concrete and available in select colors. 
The hand etched arching flutes create visual distinction and texture. These tables, which are suitable 
for interior and exterior applications, anchor any setting with a timeless and purposeful presence.

forum side table

Reinforced concrete. Suitable for indoor and outdoor applications. Available in 
chalk, fog, madrone, and obsidian. 
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Hand sanded fiberglass shell with an automotive polyurethane gloss finish with 
clear coat. Top available in walnut, white oak, or ebonized oak. Available in gloss 
white.

This versatile piece works interchangeably as a side table or stool. Made from a hand sanded 
fiberglass shell and finished with a high-end automotive polyurethane gloss finish, it is lightweight 
and durable. The 1.5" solid lumber top tempers the clean architectural form with its warm organic 
presence. The wooden top can be sourced on either side at time of order. Indoor use only.

griffin side table / stool
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Total dimensions A: W 56" D 38" H 10 1/2"
B: W 48" D 48" H 10 1/2"

Powder coated square steel bar available with starphire or smoked glass top. 
Powder coat finishes available in flat black or flat white.

Precise bordering lines unify to create Half & Half coffee table. The airy four post frame with glass 
top is punctuated by the bold steel plate which spans across half the bottom opening, creating a 
strong visual symmetry from any angle. Lower steel plate can be used as an additional surface to 
meet various storage needs. The table is constructed from solid square steel bar and finished in flat 
black or flat white powder coating.

half and half coffee table
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Powder coated square steel bar available with clear or gray glass top. Powder 
coat finishes available in flat black or flat white. Custom powder coat finishes 
are also available.

Precise bordering lines unify to create Half & Half shelving. The airy four-post frame with glass top 
and bottom is punctuated by the bold steel plate which spans across half an opening, creating a 
strong visual symmetry from any angle. Shelving can be used individually, combined, or stacked 
to meet various usage needs. Lower glass can be used for additional surface storage. The table is 
constructed from solid square steel bar and finished in flat black or flat white powder coating.

half and half shelving
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Powder coated square steel bar available with starphire or grey glass top. Powder 
coat finishes are available in flat black or flat white.

Precise bordering lines unify to create Half & Half side table. The table can be used individually, 
combined, or stacked to meet various usage needs. The airy four-post frame with glass top is 
punctuated by the bold steel plate which spans across half an opening, creating a strong visual 
symmetry from any angle. The table is constructed from solid square steel bar and finished in flat 
black or flat white powder coating.

half and half side table
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Powder coated square steel bar available with starphire or smoked glass top. 
Powder coat finishes available in flat black, flat white, or flat gray.

Precise bordering lines unify to create Half & Half nesting tables. The tables can be used individually 
or nested to meet various usage needs. The airy four-post frames with glass tops are punctuated 
by the bold steel plate which spans across half an opening, creating a strong visual symmetry from 
any angle.

half & half nesting tables
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Solid steel and brass with glass, marble, or solid wooden tops. Steel bar available 
in a flat black or white powder coat finish with solid brushed brass bar. Powder 
coat finishes also available in custom colors. Glass top available in starphire, 
smoked, or bronze glass top. Marble top available in white carrara or negro 
marquina, with polished or honed finish. Wood top available in walnut, white 
oak, or ebonized oak.

Suite of side, coffee, and dining tables comprised of a powder coated metal base with a solid brass 
detail, anchoring the tables.  Tops can be sourced in glass, marble, and wood.  

icon coffee table
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Solid steel and brass with glass, marble, or solid wooden tops. Steel bar available 
in a flat black or white powder coat finish with solid brushed brass bar. Powder 
coat finishes also available in custom colors. Glass top available in starphire, 
smoked, or bronze glass top. Marble top available in white carrara or negro 
marquina, with polished or honed finish. Wood top available in walnut, white 
oak, or ebonized oak.

Suite of side, coffee, and dining tables comprised of a powder coated metal base with a solid brass 
detail, anchoring the tables.  Tops can be sourced in glass, marble, and wood.  

icon side tables
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Total dimensions Dia 48" H 29 1/4"

Solid steel and brass with glass, marble, or solid wooden tops. Steel bar available 
in a flat black or white powder coat finish with solid brushed brass bar. Powder 
coat finishes also available in custom colors. Glass top available in starphire, 
smoked, or bronze glass top. Marble top available in white carrara or negro 
marquina, with polished or honed finish. Wood top available in walnut, white 
oak, or ebonized oak.

Suite of side, coffee, and dining tables comprised of a powder coated metal base with a solid brass 
detail, anchoring the tables.  Tops can be sourced in glass, marble, and wood.  

icon dining table
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Total dimensions Bar stool:        W 16" H 29"
Counter stool: W 16" H 25"

Solid steel and brass with upholstered top. Steel bar available in a flat black or 
white powder coat finish with solid brushed brass bar. Powder coat finishes also 
available in custom colors. Swivel tops may be sourced COM, COL, or suggested 
fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 1 yard).

Striking yet minimalist bar & counter stools with swiveling tops and solid brass foot rest detail.

icon bar & counter stool
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Solid steel bar available in a flat black or white powder coat finish with spandrel 
painted glass. Spandrel glass available in black, white, gray, and yellow. Powder 
coat finishes are also available in custom colors.

A family of tables which include coffee, console, complement, and side. Each table is composed of 
four separate back painted glass elements that can be custom ordered in combinations of black, 
white, yellow, and gray. These elements can be arranged and rearranged to your desired orientation.

keys coffee table
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Solid steel bar available in a flat black or white powder coat finish with spandrel 
painted glass. Spandrel glass available in black, white, gray, and yellow. Powder 
coat finishes are also available in custom colors.

A family of tables which include coffee, console, complement, and side. Each table is composed of 
four separate back painted glass elements that can be custom ordered in combinations of black, 
white, yellow, and gray. These elements can be arranged and rearranged to your desired orientation.

keys complement table
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Solid steel bar available in a flat black or white powder coat finish with spandrel 
painted glass. Spandrel glass available in black, white, gray, and yellow. Powder 
coat finishes are also available in custom colors.

A family of tables which include coffee, console, complement, and side. Each table is composed of 
four separate back painted glass elements that can be custom ordered in combinations of black, 
white, yellow, and gray. These elements can be arranged and rearranged to your desired orientation.

keys console table
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Total dimensions W 18" D 18" H 15"

Solid steel bar available in a flat black or white powder coat finish with spandrel 
painted glass. Spandrel glass available in black, white, gray, and yellow. Powder 
coat finishes are also available in custom colors.

A family of tables which include coffee, console, complement, and side. Each table is composed of 
four separate back painted glass elements that can be custom ordered in combinations of black, 
white, yellow, and gray. These elements can be arranged and rearranged to your desired orientation.

keys side table
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Solid steel bar available in a flat black or white powder coat finish with spandrel 
painted glass. Spandrel glass available in black, white, gray, and yellow. Powder 
coat finishes are also available in custom colors. 

An extension of the keys family of tables, the Keys Desk is comprised of 3 separate back painted 
glass elements that can be custom ordered in combinations of black, white, yellow, and gray. The 
drop down shelf creates an easily accessible storage surface for all your desktop needs. 

keys desk
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Total dimensions Bar stool:        W 21 3/4" D 23 3/4" H 35"
Counter stool: W 21" D 22 1/2" H 30" 

Solid steel bar available in a flat black or white powder coat finish with solid 
brushed brass bar and upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements = 1.5 yards).

Collection of stools, dining chairs, and lounge chairs, where upholstery sits atop powder coated 
metal bases.  Each piece is accentuated with a deliberate solid brass bar detail.

kickstand bar & counter stool
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Total dimensions W 27 1/4" D 38 1/2" H 36"

Solid steel bar available in a flat black or white powder coat finish with solid 
brushed brass bar and upholstered top. Head rest offered in contrasting fabric 
detail. Powder coat finishes are available in custom colors. Upholstery may 
be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements: 
Fabric A, for seat portion requires= 4.5 yards. Fabric B, for head rest portion 
requires= 1 yard)

Collection of stools, dining chairs, and lounge chairs, where upholstery sits atop powder coated 
metal bases.  Each piece is accentuated with a deliberate solid brass bar detail.

kickstand lounge chair
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Total dimensions W 23 1/4" D 25" H 31 1/4" 

Solid steel bar available in a flat black or white powder coat finish with solid 
brushed brass bar and upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements = 2.5 yards).

Collection of stools, dining chairs, and lounge chairs, where upholstery sits atop powder coated 
metal bases.  Each piece is accentuated with a deliberate solid brass bar detail.

kickstand side chair- with arms

front side
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Total dimensions W 22" D 25" H 31 1/4" 

Solid steel bar available in a flat black or white powder coat finish with solid 
brushed brass bar and upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements = 2.5 yards).

Collection of stools, dining chairs, and lounge chairs, where upholstery sits atop powder coated 
metal bases.  Each piece is accentuated with a deliberate solid brass bar detail.

kickstand side chair- armless

front side
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Chair: W 30" D 36" H 26"
Love:  W 58" D 36" H 26"
Sofa:  W 83" D 36" H 26"

Solid lumber with upholstered body, available in walnut, white oak, or ebonized 
oak. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. 
(COM requirements = 3.5 yards for chair, 6 yards for loveseat, 8 yards for sofa).

Clean lines, harmonious proportions and intriguing angles all unify to form the Maxell chair, love, 
and sofa. The unique Y shaped upholstered body floats effortlessly in-between a frame of solid wood 
arms. The chair combines sleek lines and purposeful comfort. Memory foam back pillows accent 
the sofa and add an inviting touch of relaxation.

maxell chair / love / sofa
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Hand sanded fiberglass shell with an automotive polyurethane finish and clear 
coat. Also available for outdoor use. Available in flat black, flat white, or gloss 
white. 

The inspiration for the Mesa Side Tables come from the word that they are named after: mesa - land 
formation, less extensive than a plateau, having steep walls and flat top. From there, the added 
element of tension and surprise was created by twisting the surface as it comes up. This torque 
creates a different visual experience at every angle.  Strong and sturdy, the Mesa can also be used 
as a short stool, and is also available for outdoor use. 

mesa side table
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A: W 30" D 30" H 10"
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Solid hardwood shell, available in walnut, white ash, white oak, or ebonized oak 
with tempered black spandrel glass top. Available in several different sizes and 
heights.

Constructed out of a solid wood shell with a sunken black spandrel glass top, the Narcissist Table 
exemplifies simplified sophistication.  The black spandrel glass creates a highly reflective surface 
that adds intrigue to any environment. A hidden wood cross member floats the table off of the 
ground alluring attention from all angles.

narcissist

C: W 42" D 42" 12"
D: W 48" D 48" 12"
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Total dimensions A: W 45" D 30" H 10" (with or without wood top) 
B: W 30" D 20" H 12" (with or without wood top)

Solid walnut, white ash, white oak, or ebonized oak, available in all wood 
construction with or without white carrara marble top.

Coffee tables crafted out of solid lumber with inset marble tops. The wooden shell frames and 
separates the marble top, thus accentuating the inherent beauty of the natural stone. Available with 
an all wood companion piece.

nemesis table
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Solid lumber with upholstered seating insert, available in walnut, white oak, or 
ebonized oak. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements = 2 yards).

Like its name, the Nomad is a multi-purpose table that can settle anywhere. Crafted in solid lumber, 
this versatile piece can serve as anything from a coffee table to a footrest while still keeping its 
identity as a conversation starter. The inset cushion functions as the seat and can be sourced in 
COM fabrics. The base of the Nomad is a wooden shelf that can easily be used for storage or display. 

nomad
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Piece A: W 26" D 18 1/2" H 16"
Piece B: W 43 1/4" D 17 1/4" H 12"
Piece C: W 25 1/2" D 26 1/4" H 8"

High density solid foam upholstered blocks with birch wood base. Upholstery 
may be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements 
= Piece A: 1.5 yards, Piece B: 1.5 yards, Piece C: 1.5 Yards)

Like the separation of the continents, the Pangaea elements begin clustered in relation but can drift 
apart to form unique individual islands. Building upon this relationship, the Pangaea family consists 
of three different components that can be can be used as ottomans, stools or side tables and can 
be positioned in a myriad of formations to address different needs. Pangaea can be purchased 
individually or in any combination.

pangaea ottomans
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Like the separation of the continents, the Pangaea tables begin clustered in relation but can drift 
apart to form unique individual islands. Building upon this relationship, the Pangaea tables consist 
of three different sizes that can be can be used as coffee tables or side tables and can be positioned 
in a myriad of formations to address different needs. Pangaea tables can be purchased individually 
or in any combination.

Total dimensions Piece A: W 26" D 18 1/2" H 16 1/4"
Piece B: W 43 1/4" D 17 1/4" H 12 1/4"
Piece C: W 25 1/2" D 26 1/4" H 8 1/4" 

Solid steel bar and plate. Steel available in gloss or flat white, black, gray, purple, 
or yellow powder coat. Powder coat finishes also available in custom colors.

pangaea tables
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Total dimensions W 108" D 69 3/4" H 25"

Hardwood construction with upholstered body and birch base. Upholstery may 
be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements 
= 20 yards, please inquire for yardage requirements of individual pieces or for 
custom formulations).

Unique angles inspired by clustered continental formations set this seating element apart from 
conventional sofas. Offered as a sofa or sectional and available in COM upholstery in addition to 
suggested fabrics. Seating pieces can also be sourced individually and in a myriad of different 
formations.

pangaea sectional
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Total dimensions W 108" D 39" H 25"

Hardwood construction with upholstered body and birch base. Upholstery may 
be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabric and leather. (COM requirements = 
15.5 yards, please inquire for yardage requirements of individual pieces or for 
custom formulations).

Unique angles inspired by clustered continental formations, set this seating element apart from 
conventional sofas. Offered as a sofa or sectional and available in COM upholstery in addition to 
suggested fabrics. Seating pieces can also be sourced individually and in a myriad of different 
formations.

pangaea sofa
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Powder coated steel base with solid brass tips. Powder coat finishes available 
in flat black, flat white, or flat gray. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL 
or suggested fabrics and leather (COM requirements = 3.5 yards for three 
upholstered pieces, 2.5 yards for two upholstered pieces).

A fresh take on the classic bench. Three separate upholstered pieces attach to a solid steel base 
with solid brass feet. The bench can be ordered with two upholstered pieces, with exposed metal 
becoming a side table.

pill bench  
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Powder coated steel base with solid brass tips. Powder coat finishes available 
in flat black, flat white, or flat gray. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or 
suggested fabrics and leather (COM requirements = 5 yards)

A fresh take on the classic bench. Three separate upholstered pieces attach to a solid steel base 
with solid brass feet. The bench can be ordered with two upholstered pieces, with exposed metal 
becoming a side table.

pill daybed

Pill stool
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Powder coated steel base with solid brass tips. Powder coat finishes available in 
flat black, flat white, or flat gray.

As its name suggests, this pill shaped coffee table addresses your coffee table needs in a simple 
yet specific manner. The generous size of the top allows for both displaying and serving purposes. 
A powder coated steel top and legs are attached to solid brass feet, offering a small yet striking 
gesture.

pill coffee table   
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Powder coated steel base with solid brass tips. Powder coat finishes available in 
flat black, flat white, flat gray, or custom color.

The smallest member of the Pill family, this practical side table is offered in a powder coated metal 
top with solid brass feet giving the table an elegant landing. This table nest with the Pill complement 
table creating a dynamic visual collage.

pill side table

Pill side table
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Personal upholstered low stool with polished solid brass feet. Upholstery may 
be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and leather (COM requirements = 
1 yard)

The Pill Low Stool’s fully upholstered top is attached to a metal base, creating a personal sitting 
stool that is easily moved from room to room. Solid brass feet accentuate the unique character of 
this stool.

pill low stool

Pill stool
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Square:     W 38" D 38" H 11 1/2"
Rectangle: W 35" D 50" H 11 1/2"

Solid wooden base available in walnut, white oak, ebonized oak. Support 
columns available in solid brushed or polished brass. Glass available in bronze, 
starphire, or smoked glass.

An architectural coffee table solution with two level inspired by Mies van der Rohe’s Barcelona 
pavilion, the base allows for display of books and collectibles while the delicately balanced glass 
surface is suited for serving. Solid brass beams protrude from solid lumber, supporting the glass 
top.

points of interest coffee table - with wood base
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Powder coated steel base with solid brass tips and available with starphire glass 
top. Powder coat finishes available in flat black, flat white, or flat gray.

An architectural side table solution with two levels. The base allows for display of books and 
collectibles while the delicately balanced glass surface is suited for serving. Polished solid brass 
tips act as subtle yet jewel-like connections to the starphire glass.

points of interest side table  
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Total dimensions Square:     W 38" D 38" H 11 1/2"
Rectangle: W 35" D 50" H 11 1/2"

Powder coated steel base with solid brass tips and available with starphire glass 
top. Powder coat finishes available in flat black, flat white, or flat gray. 

An architectural coffee table solution with two levels. The base allows for display of books and 
collectibles while the delicately balanced glass surface is suited for serving. Polished solid brass tips 
act as subtle yet jewel-like connections to the starphire glass.

points of interest coffee table
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Chair: W 32" D 32" H 27"
Ottoman: W 32" D 28" H 14"

Solid lumber with upholstered seating, available in walnut, white oak, or ebonized 
oak. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. 
(COM requirements = 2.5 yards for Chair, 1.5 yards for Ottoman)

One of the designer’s first pieces, the classic proportions of the Pose Chair make it a great staple 
for any room. Sturdy and poised, the chair and ottoman offer a perfect combination of clean lines 
while evoking a relaxed air of comfort.

pose chair & ottoman
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Total dimensions W 43" D 40" H 24" 

Hardwood construction with upholstered body and solid wood legs available in 
walnut, white oak, or ebonized oak. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, or 
suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 8 yards).

The Primetime series epitomizes a comfortable modernism. Drawing inspiration from mid-century 
architecture yet remaining refreshingly modern, the lines are punctuated by the intersecting solid 
wood beams. The generous proportions of the Primetime’s seamless cushioning will encourage 
anyone to settle in for the evening. Each piece is complimented by down/poly blend pillows. The 
Primetime line includes a chair, chaise, loveseat, sectional, and day bed.

primetime chair
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Total dimensions Chaise: W 68" D 35" H 24"               
Chaise XL: W 82" D 35" H 24"         

Hardwood construction with upholstered body and solid wood legs available in 
walnut, white oak, or ebonized oak. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, or 
suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 10 yards for chaise, 13 
yards for chaise XL)

The Primetime series epitomizes a comfortable modernism. Drawing inspiration from mid-century 
architecture yet remaining refreshingly modern, the lines are punctuated by the intersecting solid 
wood beams. The generous proportions of the Primetime’s seamless cushioning will encourage 
anyone to settle in for the evening. Each piece is complimented by down/poly blend pillows. The 
Primetime line includes a chair, chaise, loveseat, sectional, and day bed.

primetime chaise
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Total dimensions Love: W 70" D 40" H 24"        
Sofa: W 97" D 40" H 24"
One arm: W 89" D 40" H 24"                              

Hardwood construction with upholstered body and solid wood legs available in 
walnut, white oak, or ebonized oak. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, or 
suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 11 yards for loveseat, 14 
yards for sofa, 13 yards for one arm sofa)

The Primetime series epitomizes a comfortable modernism. Drawing inspiration from mid-century 
architecture yet remaining refreshingly modern, the lines are punctuated by the intersecting solid 
wood beams. The generous proportions of the Primetime’s seamless cushioning will encourage 
anyone to settle in for the evening. Each piece is complimented by down/poly blend pillows. The 
Primetime line includes a chair, chaise, loveseat, sectional, and day bed.

primetime seating
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Total dimensions W 24 1/2" D 23 3/4" H 30"

Solid steel flat bar available in a flat black or white powder coat or polished 
chrome finish with upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are also available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements = 3 yards).

The comfortable proportions and soft nestle of the Primi Personal Chair invite long conversations 
around the dinner table. The crossed base creates a harmony with the rest of the Primi family.

primi personal chair
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Solid steel flat bar available in a flat black or white powder coat finish with solid 
walnut, white oak, or ebonized oak top. Powder coat finishes are also available 
in custom colors.

The base of the Primi Dining Table offers a simple yet specific gesture that supports a rounded 
rectangular top, which facilitates multiple seating options. Additionally, the openness of the base 
allows for maximum leg room. 

primi dining table
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Total dimensions Bar Stool:        Dia 21 1/2" H 28 1/2" (29" upholstered)
Counter Stool: Dia 21 1/2" H 24 1/2" (25" upholstered)

Solid steel flat bar available in a flat black or white powder coat finish with 
CNC cut walnut, white ash, or upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are also 
available in custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, or suggested 
fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 1 yard).

Primi Stools bring a new language to the archetypal stool. Like its low stool counterpart, Primi stools 
are offered with CNC carved solid walnut or white ash, or fully upholstered tops for added comfort.

primi bar & counter stool 
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Total dimensions Dia 19" H 17 3/8" (18" upholstered)

Solid steel flat bar available in polished chrome, flat black or white powder coat 
finish with solid walnut, white ash, or upholstered top. Powder coat finishes 
are also available in custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, or 
suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 1 yard). 

Primi low stools are a simple yet purposeful seating solution offering a wide variety of tops, including 
CNC carved walnut or white ash, or fully upholstered tops for greater comfort. 

primi low stool
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Flat black powder coated flat steel bar available with powder coated plate top or 
bronze mirror top. Colored top available in Aegean blue or custom color.

The Primi Tray Table is a simple and purposeful side table with a removable tray top. Serving your 
favorite hors d'oeuvres is a cinch with deliberate handles that facilitate separating the top from the 
base.

primi tray table
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Total dimensions W 96" D 46" H 29"

Solid steel bar with solid wooden top, available in walnut, white oak, ebonized 
oak. Steel bar available in polished chrome, smoked brass, burnt copper or 
powder coat finish.

A multipurpose table suitable for meeting, conference, dining, or personal use with solid lumber top 
and solid steel asymmetrical legs. The legs afford this table a very dynamic gesture and commanding 
presence.

roundhouse table
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Wood construction with upholstered body and solid polished brass feet. 
Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and leather.  
(COM requirements = 5 yards.)

Intriguing from any angle, the Softscape Chair’s separate upholstered pieces are joined to a 
deeply tufted seat and generous back cushion to offer an inviting seating solution. Solid brass feet 
accentuate a piece where the "devil is in the details". Part of the Softscape modular seating family.

softscape chair
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Total dimensions Queen:    W 68" D 95 1/2" H 37" (shown below)
King:       W 84" D 95 1/2" H 37"
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Solid wood legs with upholstered body. Available in walnut, white oak, or 
ebonized oak. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements = 10 yards for queen, 11 yards for king, 12 yards 
for California king).

Similar to the Trax seating, the Trax bed’s profile and angled head board create a dramatic addition 
to any bedroom. Its bold solid wood beam legs provide a sense of balance & luxurious precision, 
while supporting a fully upholstered frame. The purposeful head board promotes a comfortable 
position to sit up, lean back, and relax, while the extended head board sides create a cove that 
cradles the mattress.

trax bed
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Total dimensions Chair:      W 28 1/2" D 39" H 34"
Ottoman: W 26" D 20" H 15"

Solid wood legs and armrests with upholstered body, available in walnut, white 
oak, or ebonized oak. Available with or without arms. Upholstery may be sourced 
COM, COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 5 yards for 
chair, 3 for ottoman).

The Trax Lounge & Ottoman’s dramatic profile makes it an instant head turner. Its bold solid wood 
beam legs provide a sense of balance & luxurious precision. In addition the angled back, lumbar 
support system, and head rest create a truly relaxing environment. The cushions are constructed of 
low density memory foam which mold themselves to the shape of the body for maximum comfort.

trax lounge chair & ottoman 
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Total dimensions Chair:      W 26" D 39" H 34"
Ottoman: W 26" D 20" H 15"

Solid wood legs with upholstered body, available in walnut, white oak, or 
ebonized oak. Chair also available with arms. Upholstery may be sourced COM, 
COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 5 yards for chair, 
3 yards for ottoman).

The Trax Lounge & Ottoman’s dramatic profile makes it an instant head turner. Its bold solid wood 
beam legs provide a sense of balance & luxurious precision. In addition the angled back, lumbar 
support system, and head rest create a truly relaxing environment. The cushions are constructed of 
low density memory foam which mold themselves to the shape of the body for maximum comfort.

trax lounge chair & ottoman
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Total dimensions Bar stool:        W 20 1/2" D 21" H 39"
Counter stool: W 20 1/2" D 21" H 35" 

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements= 2 yard).

This backed bar stool combines the Trolley family’s tasteful curved metal work with a formal stance.  
Poised and purposeful, the Trolley Counter and Bar Stools make taking a seat at the bar, a long-term 
proposition.

trolley bar & counter stool
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Total dimensions Low back:  W 31 1/2" D 30 1/2" H 32" 
High back: W 31 1/2" D 31 1/2" H 41"

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements = 7 yards for low back, 8 yards for high back).

Akin to a tailored three-piece suit, the Trolley Lounge chair’s upholstered pieces are nestled in a 
determined, yet elegant frame. This setting forms an uncompromising seating environment.  Also 
available in a high back version for a more formal and assertive experience.

trolley lounge chair
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Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements = 3 yards).

The perfect complement to the trolley high back and low back lounge chairs, this ottoman offers a 
fully upholstered top needed in steel frame inviting you to kick back and relax.

trolley ottoman
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Total dimensions W 56" D 30 1/2" H 32" 

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements = 11 yards).

Akin to a tailored three-piece suit, the Trolley Loveseat’s upholstered pieces are nestled in a 
determined, yet elegant frame. This setting forms an uncompromising seating environment.  Also 
available in a high back version for a more formal and assertive experience.

trolley loveseat
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Total dimensions W 83 1/2" D 30 1/2" H 32" 

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements = 14 yards).

Akin to a tailored three-piece suit, the Trolley sofa’s upholstered pieces are nestled in a determined, 
yet elegant frame. This setting forms an uncompromising seating environment.  Also available in a 
high back version for a more formal and assertive experience.

trolley sofa
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Total dimensions W 21 1/2" D 23 1/2" H 32" 

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements = 2 yards).

The   chair helps create a polished and purposive environment, while in harmony with the tailored 
look of its Trolley seating family members.  This composed chair is available with or without arm. 

trolley side chair
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Total dimensions W 21 1/2" D 23 1/2" H 32" 

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish with upholstered top. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL or suggested fabrics and 
leather. (COM requirements = 2 yards).

The Trolley side chair helps create a polished and purposive environment, while in harmony with 
the tailored look of its Trolley seating family members.  This composed chair is available with or 
without arm. 

trolley side chair- Armless
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Total dimensions W 20" D 17 1/4" H 18"
W 36" D 31 1/4" H 16"

The Trolley Coffee and Side tables exemplify purpose and purity.  Sharing design cues from the 
other members of the Trolley family, a rounded marble top surface rests deliberately on top of a 
steel frame with integrated handles.  These tables ride the delicate balance of being understated, 
yet stately.

trolley tables

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, or 
powder coat finish. Powder coat finishes are available in custom colors. White 
carrara or negro marquina marble top. Marble available with polished or honed 
finish.
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Total dimensions W 60" D 22" H 13 3/4" (14" upholstered)

Solid steel bar with upholstered or solid wooden tops, available in walnut, white 
oak, or ebonized oak. Steel bar available in gloss or flat black and white powder 
coat, polished chrome, burnt copper, or smoked brass finish. Powder coat 
finishes also available in custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, COL, 
or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 3 yards).

Blending sloping angles and taut lengths of bent metal are a modern interpretation of the wiry idea 
initially conceived by Warren Platner. The series is made up of a suite of tables, side tables and 
benches and fitted with luxurious solid wood or upholstered tops.

wired bench
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Solid steel bar with glass, upholstered, or solid wooden tops, available in walnut, 
white oak, or ebonized oak. Steel available in gloss or flat white and black 
powder coat, polished chrome, burnt copper or smoked brass finishes. Powder 
coat finishes also available in custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, 
COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 2 yards for 32" and 
3 yards for 42").

Blending sloping angles and taut lengths of bent metal are a modern interpretation of the wiry 
idea initially conceived by Warren Platner. The series is made up of a suite of tables, side tables 
and benches and fitted with luxurious solid wood, glass, or upholstered tops. By choosing the 
upholstered top the coffee table can serve as an ottoman.

wired coffee / big coffee
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Solid steel bar and round plate. Steel available in gloss or flat white, black, gray, 
or yellow powder coat. Powder coat finishes also available in custom colors. 
Suitable for indoor use. May be sourced in stainless steel in powder coat finishes 
for outdoor use.

Blending sloping angles and taut lengths of bent metal are a modern interpretation of the wiry 
idea initially conceived by Warren Platner. The series is made up of a suite of tables, side tables 
and benches and fitted with luxurious solid wood, glass, or upholstered tops. By choosing the 
upholstered top the coffee table can serve as an ottoman.

wired coffee / big coffee - metal top
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Solid steel bar with glass, upholstered, or solid wooden tops, available in walnut, 
white oak, or ebonized oak. Steel available in gloss or flat white and black 
powder coat, polished chrome, burnt copper or smoked brass finishes. Powder 
coat finishes also available in custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, 
COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 2 yards for 32" and 
3 yards for 42").

Blending sloping angles and taut lengths of bent metal are a modern interpretation of the wiry 
idea initially conceived by Warren Platner. The series is made up of a suite of tables, side tables 
and benches and fitted with luxurious solid wood, glass, or upholstered tops. By choosing the 
upholstered top the coffee table can serve as an ottoman.

wired coffee / big coffee - glass top
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Solid steel bar with glass, upholstered, or solid wooden tops, available in walnut, 
white oak, or ebonized oak. Steel available in gloss or flat white and black 
powder coat, polished chrome, burnt copper, or smoked brass finishes. Powder 
coat finishes also available in custom colors. Upholstery may be sourced COM, 
COL, or suggested fabrics and leather. (COM requirements = 1.5 yards).

Blending sloping angles and taut lengths of bent metal are a modern interpretation of the wiry 
idea initially conceived by Warren Platner. The series is made up of a suite of tables, side tables 
and benches and fitted with luxurious solid wood, glass, or upholstered tops. By choosing the 
upholstered top the complement table can serve as an ottoman.

wired complement

wired complement 
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Solid steel bar and round plate. Steel available in gloss or flat white, black, gray, 
or yellow powder coat. Powder coat finishes also available in custom colors. 
Suitable for indoor use. May be sourced in stainless steel in powder coat finishes 
for outdoor use.

Blending sloping angles and taut lengths of bent metal are a modern interpretation of the wiry idea 
initially conceived by Warren Platner. The series is made up of a suite of tables, side tables and 
benches and are fitted with solid steel plate tops.

wired complement- metal top

Total dimensions

wired complement with metal top
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Solid steel bar with upholstered or solid wooden tops available in walnut, white 
oak, or ebonized oak. Steel available in gloss or flat black and white, polished 
chrome, burnt copper, or smoked brass finish. Upholstery may be sourced 
COM, COL or suggested fabrics and leather (COM requirements = 2 yards for 
32" and 3 yards for 42").

Blending sloping angles and taut lengths of bent metal are a modern interpretation of the wiry idea 
initially conceived by Warren Platner. The series is made up of a suite of tables, side tables and 
benches and fitted with luxurious solid wood or upholstered tops.

wired ottoman
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Solid steel bar with solid wooden tops, available in walnut, white oak, or ebonized 
oak. Steel available in gloss or flat black and white powder coat, polished chrome, 
burnt copper, or smoked brass finishes. Powder coat finished also available in 
custom colors.

Blending sloping angles and taut lengths of bent metal are a modern interpretation of the wiry idea 
initially conceived by Warren Platner. The series is made up of a suite of tables, side tables and 
benches and fitted with luxurious solid wood tops.

wired side table / little side
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Dia 54" H 29 3/4"
Dia 60" H 29 3/4"

Total dimensions

Solid steel bar with marble or solid wooden tops. Steel bar available in gloss or 
flat white and black powder coat, polished chrome, burnt copper, or smoked 
brass finish. Powder coat finishes also available in custom colors. Marble top 
available in white carrara or negro marquina, with polished or honed finish. 
Wood top available in walnut, white oak, or ebonized oak.

Blending sloping angles and taut lengths of bent metal are a modern interpretation of the wiry idea 
initially conceived by Warren Platner. This dynamic dining table will be the conversation starter at 
your next dinner party.

wired dining table
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Solid steel bar with marble or solid wooden tops. Steel bar available in gloss or 
flat white and black powder coat, polished chrome, burnt copper, or smoked 
brass finish. Powder coat finishes also available in custom colors. Marble top 
available in white carrara or negro marquina, with polished or honed finish. 
Wood top available in walnut, white oak, or ebonized oak.

Tapered lengths of metal meet with intention in a modern interpretation of the wiry idea initially 
conceived by Warren Platner. This compact cafe table with grand presence is suitable to be used in 
multiples or in smaller dining areas.

wired cafe table
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Total dimensions Chair:   W 25 1/2" D 39 1/2" H 29"
Ottoman: W 25 1/2" D 25" H 15"

Outdoor lounge chair and ottoman comprised of powder coated stainless steel 
tube outdoor foam, and outdoor upholstery in suggested outdoor fabrics or COM. 
Indoor version comprised of solid steel bar, available in powder coat, polished 
chrome, smoked brass, or burnt copper with indoor foam and suggested 
fabrics or COM. Powder coat finishes also available in custom colors. (COM 
Requirements = 3 yards for chair, 2 yards for ottoman).

The Wired Italic Lounge takes its cues from the Wired Family yet the spokes are all angled forward- 
thus the name Italic. This juxtaposition between the forward leaning spokes and angled back 
create a unique and dynamic dialogue between the forms. Lounge and ottoman can be purchased 
individually or as a pair. Available for indoor or outdoor use.

wired italic lounge chair & ottoman
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Total dimensions W 28 1/2" D 80" H 19"

Outdoor chaise comprised of powder coated stainless steel tube, outdoor foam, 
and outdoor upholstery in suggested outdoor fabrics or COM. Indoor version 
comprised of solid steel bar, available in powder coat, polished chrome, smoked 
brass, or burnt copper with indoor foam and suggested fabrics or COM. Powder 
coat finishes also available in custom colors. (COM Requirements = 6 yards).

The Wired Italic Chaise takes its cues from the Wired Family yet the spokes are all angled forward- 
thus the name Italic. This juxtaposition between the forward leaning spokes and angled back create 
a unique and dynamic dialogue between the forms. Available for indoor or outdoor use.

wired italic chaise
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Specifications

Total dimensions Griffin:    Dia 16" H 18"
Griffin xl: Dia 20" H 28"

Hand sanded fiberglass shell with an automotive polyurethane gloss finish with 
clear coat. Also available for outdoor use. Available in gloss white.

For the botanical modernist, this multipurpose piece is an architectural take on the traditional 
planter. These lightweight yet durable planters are individually handcrafted and have a hand 
sanded fiberglass shell that is completed with an automotive polyurethane paint with a clear coat 
finish. The finish is then color wet-sanded to achieve its deep and glossy shell. This type of finish is 
usually reserved for the aircraft and automotive industries. The Griffin can also be stacked creating 
a modular sculpture. 

griffin / griffin xl
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Tall:  Dia 9" H 30"

Hand polished polyester-resin gel coated fiberglass plant tower. Also available 
for outdoor use. Available in flat black, flat white, or gloss white.

Frustrated with a lack of thoughtful housing for orchids, the designer set out to create an understated 
yet elegant solution. Available in two heights, these raised planters elevate orchids and plants, 
creating a visually stunning centerpiece. Isabella can stand confidently alone or look fashionably 
complete in multiples. These individually handcrafted planters have a hand sanded fiberglass shell 
that is completed with an automotive polyurethane paint with a clear coat finish. The finish is then 
color wet-sanded to achieve its deep and glossy shell. This type of finish is usually reserved for the 
aircraft and automotive industries. The Isabella is also available for outdoor use.

isabella
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Hand sanded fiberglass shell with an automotive polyurethane finish and clear 
coat. Also available for outdoor use. Available in flat black, gloss white, or flat 
white. 

The inspiration for the Mesa Planters comes from the word that they are named after: mesa - 
land formation, less extensive than a plateau, having steep walls and flat top. From there, the 
added element of tension and surprise was created by twisting the surface as it comes up. This 
torque creates a different visual experience at every angle.  The Mesa adds to our roster of unique 
architectural and sculptural planters.

mesa planter
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Total dimensions Rectangle: W 20" D 12" H 22"
Small:        W 16" D 16" H 32"
Medium:    W 20" D 20" H 40"
Large:        W 24" D 24" H 52"

Solid aluminum available in flat black, white, gray, or yellow powder coat finish. 
Also available for outdoor use.

Inspired by a city skyline, this family of planters creates a captivating tension between the organic 
and the geometric. The aluminum bar cleverly frames your natural botanical selection.

skyline planters
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Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, 
gloss or flat black and white powder coat. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. White linen shade.

The Inner Beauty light’s prominent solid steel tubing, inspired by a Roman column, encases the 
linen inner shade. This subtle yet commanding lighting solution illuminates your environment with 
a determined glow.

inner beauty floor lights

Lamping (1) Medium (E26) Socket
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(2) Medium (E26) Porcelain sockets

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, 
gloss or flat black and white powder coat. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors.

The Inner Beauty Chandeliers capture the powerful gesture first introduced by the Inner Beauty Floor 
Lamps. The classical cylindrical shape, shade, and diffuser can be used as a single centerpiece or 
in multiples to create a filtered yet focused lighting solution.

inner beauty 22" chandelier
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The Inner Beauty Chandeliers capture the powerful gesture first introduced by the Inner Beauty Floor 
Lamps. The classical cylindrical shape, shade, and diffuser can be used as a single centerpiece or 
in multiples to create a filtered yet focused lighting solution.

inner beauty 32" chandelier

Total dimensions

Lamping

Dia 32" H 16"

(3) Medium (E26) Porcelain sockets

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, 
gloss or flat black and white powder coat. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors.
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Smaller than its chandelier counterparts, the Inner Beauty Pendant receives its inspiration from the 
Inner Beauty Chandeliers. The bold hanging light can be used in multiples anywhere to create a 
dramatic atmosphere.

inner beauty pendant

Lamping (1) Candelabra (E12) Porcelain socket

Solid steel bar available in a smoked brass, polished chrome, burnt copper, 
gloss or flat black and white powder coat. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors.
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Total dimensions W 20 3/4" D 13" H 69" (with arms parallel)

Floor light with fully swiveling arms. Arms available in smoked brass, burnt 
copper, or polished chrome. Base available in flat black, flat white, or custom 
colors upon request.

Part floor lamp, part conversation piece, the fully swiveling arms of the Open Mic Light allow for 
endless shapes and sculptural compositions. Included tube filament bulbs give off an intriguing 
orange glow, yet the fixture is compatible with any screw-base bulb.

open mic light

Lamping (2) Medium (E26) Porcelain sockets
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Total dimensions L 6 1/2" W 1 3/4" H 21"

Fixtures available in gloss or flat black and white powder coat, polished chrome, 
burnt copper, or smoked brass finish. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors.

With a deliberate, yet simple bend in the tubing, these ceiling mount pendants add light and intrigue 
to any environment. Part of the Open Mic light series, and sourced individually.

open mic pendant

Lamping (1) Medium (E26) Porcelain sockets
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Total dimensions L 14 1/4" W 3 3/4" H 18"

Arms available in gloss or flat black and white powder coat, polished chrome, 
burnt copper, or smoked brass finish. Powder coat finishes are available in 
custom colors. Wall Brackets available in flat black and flat white.

These swiveling wall mount pendants can be used individually, or as a pair to compose various 
formations and create alluring environments. Part of the Open Mic light series.

open mic wall

Lamping (2) Medium (E26) Porcelain sockets
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Solid steel bar available in gloss or flat black and white powder coat, polished 
chrome, burnt copper, or smoked brass finish. Powder coat finishes are available 
in custom colors.

The Wired Floor Lights add drama and intrigue to any environment. The shell of the two Wired 
Side Tables function as the housing for the lighting element and stretch from there to the floor, 
creating a commanding presence. The lights are available in two lengths; 54" and 60" towers. By 
experimenting with different bulbs, dramatic shadow effects can be created. Indoor use only.

wired lights
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